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Someone once said Someone once said “There is nothing new under “There is nothing new under 
the sun…just variations of how it is done….” the sun…just variations of how it is done….” 

This also applies to fraudulent activity and This also applies to fraudulent activity and 
typologies. The Lebanese  Loop is no exception.typologies. The Lebanese  Loop is no exception.

The variation in this instance is in the method of The variation in this instance is in the method of 
Social Engineering Social Engineering utilized as we shall examine. utilized as we shall examine. 

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION



The LoopThe Loop

The preferred choice of material in this typology is The preferred choice of material in this typology is 
XX--Ray film cut to a specific length and width.Ray film cut to a specific length and width.



It is then inserted into the ATM slot and the ends It is then inserted into the ATM slot and the ends 
gluedglued



Once in place the loop is almost invisible Once in place the loop is almost invisible 
to the unsuspecting customerto the unsuspecting customer



Once the card has been captured the strip is the  Once the card has been captured the strip is the  
retrieved.retrieved.



The setting of the machine by the The setting of the machine by the 
individual charged with this individual charged with this 

responsibility remains the same….responsibility remains the same….



Attempts at a  disguise also remains standard.Attempts at a  disguise also remains standard.



A blatant disregard for the surveillance A blatant disregard for the surveillance 
camera is shown.camera is shown.



Can you identify this man?Can you identify this man?



Enter the unsuspecting customer.Enter the unsuspecting customer.



His card has been captured. Observe the onlooker His card has been captured. Observe the onlooker 
behind him.behind him.



Concerned over the fact that his card has been Concerned over the fact that his card has been 
captured  she indicates that she is a banker and offers captured  she indicates that she is a banker and offers 

to call the bank to have the situation rectified. to call the bank to have the situation rectified. 



The customer is even given the cell to talk to the The customer is even given the cell to talk to the 
bogus card centre representative.bogus card centre representative.



He willingly accepts the cell phone and follows the He willingly accepts the cell phone and follows the 
instructions  given to him by the  individual on the other end.instructions  given to him by the  individual on the other end.



The instructions call for the customer to disclose his The instructions call for the customer to disclose his 
PIN so that the card centre representative can PIN so that the card centre representative can 

reactivate the machine.reactivate the machine.



The customer discloses his PIN to the individual and The customer discloses his PIN to the individual and 
follows the instructions however the card does not eject. follows the instructions however the card does not eject. 

He is then advised to collect it tomorrow morning.He is then advised to collect it tomorrow morning.



The fraudulent act is complete when the card is retrieved. The fraudulent act is complete when the card is retrieved. 
Armed with the customer’s PIN withdrawals could then be Armed with the customer’s PIN withdrawals could then be 

made.made.



There is NEVER an There is NEVER an 
occasion that would occasion that would 

require you to disclose require you to disclose 
your PIN to anyone.your PIN to anyone.


